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Foreword

This book is timely as Africa navigates the negotiation of a continental
free trade area and hopes to eventually establish an African Economic
Community in which capital, goods, services and people move across its
130-year-old artificial borders separating its indigenous people, erected
by colonialists. This book also comes at a time when the world is experiencing increasing populism on both extremes of the political spectrum;
the consequences of which partly saw a rightist campaign successfully
pull the United Kingdom of Great Britain out of the European Union
having appealed to supporters who were concerned that the country
had lost control of its immigration policy and was threatened with an
invasion of its territory by foreigners.
Borders in Africa and the legacy thereof, as constructed by colonialists, run at various levels. Beyond the physical markers of state territory that they are, they also delineate the distinction between people
who belong to one socio-economic and cultural group or another. In
this sense, borders distinguish between groups, defining who belongs
and who does not. Alongside this, those who do not belong are othered
and considered to be a threat to the in-group. This book correctly brings
these aspects of borders to the surface and exposes them for the threat
vii
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they present to humanity. With a focus on South Africa, it highlights
the othering of immigrants from other African countries and the way in
which borders are erected around them, to the exclusion of immigrants
from other parts of the world, and singles out the African immigrant
as problematic. Through its deconstructionist stance, the book contests this negative construction of African immigrants to expose a complex reality around the developmental and in some cases retrogressive
impacts that such immigrants have on host communities. Such an exposition undermines and dismisses any efforts which always construct all
African immigrants as a threat. This makes this book a balanced treatment of the case of African immigrants in contemporary South Africa
and calls for the recognition of the positives that they bring to host
communities.
This is important considering that immigrants, incorporating traders, are a silent game changer with regard to the integration of African
economies, particularly those whose borders they endlessly transverse as
they ply their trade in a quest to make ends meet. However, in addition to citizens, some African governments not only overlook but
also demonstrate hostility towards these actors and, somewhat inimical to the African continental integration agenda, have attempted to
restrict movement and brand as criminal, the cross-border trading
activities of immigrants. The restriction of movement is also a threat to
human dignity as it violates the human right to movement of immigrants, as enshrined in international instruments such as the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights and, indeed, the African Charter on
Human and Peoples’ Rights, which expressly protects the freedom of
movement of people.
This book tackles debates around these challenges, and is an important contribution to the literature on migration, immigration and informal cross border trade.
Pretoria, South Africa
November 2016
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